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Practical Handbook of Photovoltaics, Second Edition: Fundamentals and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2011

	As part of the growing sustainable and renewable energy movement, the design, manufacture and use of photovoltaic devices is increasing in pace and frequency. The Handbook of Photovoltaics will be a 'benchmark' publication for those involved in the design, manufacture and use of these devices.


	The Handbook covers the...
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Online Communication: Linking Technology, Identity, and CultureLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Online Communication provides an introduction to both the technologies of the Internet Age and their social implications. This innovative and timely textbook brings together current work in communication, political science, philosophy, popular culture, history, economics, and the humanities to present an examination of the theoretical and...
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Information Operations PlanningArtech House Publishers, 2006
Information operations involve the use of military information and how it is gathered, manipulated, and fused. It includes such critical functions asintelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, command and control, communications, and precision navigation. Separating myth from reality, this authoritative resource provides military professionals with...
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Real Options Analysis Course : Business Cases and Software ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Real Options Analysis Course
"Dr. Mun’s latest book is a logical extension of the theory and application presented in Real Options Analysis. More specifically, the Real Options Analysis Course presents numerous real options examples and provides the reader with step-by-step problem-solving techniques. After having read the...
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Utilizing Information Technology Systems Across Disciplines: Advancements in the Application of Computer Science (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	In the information technology age coupled with computer advances, information systems have become an

	integral part of many disciplines; accordingly, business, marketing, medicine, communication, banking,

	geography, physics, chemistry, aviation, pilots, forensics, agriculture, and even traf.c lights have one

	thing in common called...
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Metaheuristic Optimization: Nature-Inspired Algorithms Swarm and Computational Intelligence, Theory and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence, 927)Springer, 2020

	This book exemplifies how algorithms are developed by mimicking nature. Classical techniques for solving day-to-day problems is time-consuming and cannot address complex problems. Metaheuristic algorithms are nature-inspired optimization techniques for solving real-life complex problems. This book emphasizes the social behaviour of insects,...
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Enhancing LAN Performance, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2004
This book explores the technical issues underlying local area network (LAN) performance, developing mathematical models that readers can apply to their own specific networking requirements.

Providing up-to-date information on practical methods that improve network efficiency, this book covers how to estimate network traffic, determine...
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MBA In A Day: What You Would Learn At Top-Tier Business SchoolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Praise for MBA IN A DAY®


	"Dr. Stralser’s book, MBA in a Day is must reading for every physician who is in a management role, anticipates management responsibilities, or functions in a private, solo, or group practice setting. Insights into the fundamentals of management, marketing, personnel management, finance, and...
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Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
The simulation of social behavior in a variety of domains is an increasingly important technological tool.
eference survey of social simulation work, Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries comprehensively collects the most exciting developments in the field. Drawing research contributions from a vibrant...
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The Return of Depression Economics and the Crisis of 2008W W Norton, 2008
In 1999, in The Return of Depression Economics, Paul Krugman surveyed the economic crises that had swept across Asia and Latin America, and pointed out that those crises were a warning for all of us: like diseases that have become resistant to antibiotics, the economic maladies that caused the Great Depression were making a comeback. In...
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Greater Kenyir Landscapes: Social Development and Environmental Sustainability: From Ridge to ReefSpringer, 2018

	
		This book contains research findings from three major study areas, natural sciences, social sciences, and public policy and management. The focus area extends over geographical zones ranging from mountainous area of Mount Gagau in the Taman Negara National Park, down to the coastal islands of Bidong, Redang and Perhentian on the...
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Fundamentals of Managerial Economics with InfoTrac College EditionSouth-Western College, 2002
The seventh edition of this market-leading text continues its tradition of providing a solid foundation of economic understanding for use in managerial decision making.  It offers a practical treatment of economic theory and analysis in an intutive, algebra-based format.  Its focus is on presenting those aspects of economic theory and analysis that...
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